A waterproof memory device
As anyone who has spilled coffee onto their computer knows, electronics are highly susceptible to water damage. Charles Zuker at Columbia University in New York and his colleagues used fluorescence microscopy to image neural activity in the partially exposed brains of anaesthetised mice while administering different-tasting chemicals to the animals' tongues. The images show discrete regions of neural activity in the primary taste cortex, each specific to a particular taste category and responsive to a range of chemicals within that category.
The authors could not pinpoint a hot spot for sour taste; they think that it may be outside the brain areas studied,
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Migration encoded in teeth
Ancient human teeth tell a story of Europeans migrating to Eastern Asia during the Bronze Age, roughly 3,000 years ago, and mixing with local populations.
Human lower canines usually have only one root, but two-rooted canines occur in 5-8% of Europeans and occasionally in some Asian populations. Christine Lee at the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing and Richard Scott at the University of Nevada in Reno examined the frequency of the dental trait in human skulls ranging between 60 and 6,000 years old from Spain and Eastern Asia. They found traces of two-rooted canines in up to 4% of skulls in regions of Mongolia and China. The researchers conclude that the rare trait was probably introduced into Eastern Asia by Indo-European groups crossing the western frontier of China and Mongolia. The reprogrammed cells from both creatures generated the three different germ layers that give rise to all other tissues. The authors say that iPS cells from endangered animals could one day be used to make germ cells, such as sperm, for assisted captive breeding (see 'Stem cells spawn sperm cells').
